
English Part of speech Meaning Czech

Unit 1

aunt noun the sister of your mother or father, or the wife of your uncle teta

bicycle noun a vehicle with two wheels that you sit on and move by turning the two pedals kolo, bicykl

cool exclamation used when you like something or agree to something hustý, fajn, bezva

cousin noun the child of your aunt or uncle

exam noun an official test of how much you know about something, or how well you can do something

forget verb to not remember something zapomenout

granddaughter noun the daughter of your son of daughter

grandfather noun the father of your mother or father

grandmother noun the mother of your mother of father

grandson noun the son of your son or daughter vnuk

happen verb if an event or situation happens, it exists or starts to be done stát se

lucky adjective having good things happen to you

musician noun someone who plays a musical instrument, often as a job hudebník, muzikant

penfriend noun someone who you write to regularly but have never met kamarád/kamarádka na dopisování

piano noun a big wooden musical instrument with black and white bars that make sound when pressed klavír, piáno

pity noun If something is described as a pity, it is disappointing or not satisfactory.

show noun a television or radio programme or a theatre performance

sound noun something that you hear zvuk

spell verb to write or tell someone the letter which are used to make a word hláskovat

sure adjective certain jistý, jasný

team noun a group of people who play a sport or game together

text noun the written words in a book, magazine, etc., not the pictures text, psané slovo

time noun an occasion when something happens

uncle noun the brother of your mother or father, or the husband of your aunt strýc

usually adverb in the way that most often happens obvykle

washing-up noun when you was the dishes, pans, and other things you have used for cooking and eating a meal mýt nádobí

you're welcome phrase said as a polite answer when someone thanks you for doing something

Unit 2

bookshelf noun a shelf for holding books

bowl noun a round, deep dish used for holding soup and other food miska, mísa

build verb to make something by putting materials and parts together

camp verb to stay in a tent or temporary home kempovat, stanovat

carpet noun thick material for covering floors, often made of wool koberec

comfortable adjective relaxed and without pain pohodlný, spokojený

cooker noun a piece of equipment used to cook food sporák

cry verb to produce tears from your eyes because you are sad

cupboard noun a piece of furniture with a door on the front and shelves inside, used for keeping things

curtains noun pieces of material which hang across a window to make a room dark or private

dark adjective with no light or not much light tmavý

fire noun a pile of wood or coal that is burning to produce heat

floor noun a particular level of a building

fridge noun a large cupboard that uses electricity to keep food cold lednice

garage noun a small building where you put your car

gate noun a door in a fence or outside wall brána, branka

hall noun a room which leads to other rooms hala, chodba

invitation noun when someone asks you if you would like to do something pozvánka, pozvání

lamp noun an object that makes light lampa, svítilna

laugh verb to smile and make sounds with your voice because something is funny smát se

light noun an object that produces light

match noun a sports competition in which two people or teams compete against each other zápas, utkání

next to preposition very close to something or someone, with nothing in between

present noun something that you give to someone, usually on a special day dárek, dar

real adjective not false opravdový, pravý

roof noun the surface that covers the top of a building or vehicle

shape noun the physical form of something made by the line around its outer edge tvar, forma

size noun how big or small something is velikost

stairs noun a set of steps from one level in a building to another

tent noun a structure for sleeping in made of cloth fixed to metal poles stan

tiring adjective making you feel tired únavný

turn on verb to move the switch on a machine, light, etc. so that it starts working zapnout, rozsvítit

wood noun the hard material that trees are made of

Unit 3

agree verb to say you will do something that someone asks you to do souhlasit

bacon noun meat from a pig cut into long, thin slices slanina

bar noun a substance that has been made into a solid, rectangular shape

bottle noun a container for liquids, usually made of glass or plastic, with a narrow top láhev

burger noun meat in a round, flat shape, that you eat between bread burger, karbanátek

can noun a metal container for food or liquids konzerva, pleachovka

carrot noun a long, thin, orange vegetable that gows in the ground mrkev

celebration noun when you celebrate oslava

cereal noun a food that is made from grain and eaten with milk, especially in the morning

chicken noun the meat of a chicken

chilli noun a small, thin, red or green vegetable that is added to food in order to make it hot and spicy

describe verb to say what someone or something is like

dish noun a container for food that you eat from and cook food in

doughnut noun a small, round, fried cake kobliha

grape noun a small, round fruit that grows in large groups and is used to make wine hrozen

headteacher noun the person in charge of a school

healthy adjective good for your health zdravý

hobby noun an activity that you like and often do when you are not working

hope verb to want something to happen or be true doufat

lemon noun an oval, yellow fruit that has sour juice citron

lemonade noun a cold drink that tastes of lemon limonáda

lovely adjective very attractive

mineral water noun water which is taken from the ground minerální voda

mushroom noun a type of fungus (plant) with a short stem and a round top, some types can be eaten

onion noun a round vegetable with layers that has a strong taste and smell cibule

piece noun an amount of something, or a part of something

prefer verb to like someone or something more than antoher person or thing

prize noun something valuable that is given to someone who wins a competition
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sausage noun a mixture of meat and spices pressed into a long tube klobása, párek

slice noun an amount of something, or a part of something plátek, porce, díl

special adjective better or more important than usual things

thirsty adjective wanting or needing a drink

toast noun bread that has been heated toast, topinka

Unit 4

belt noun a thin piece of leather or plastic that you wear around the middle of your body pásek

bookshop noun a shop that sells books knihkupectví

boots noun a type of shoe that covers the foot and the lower part of the leg

building noun a structure with walls and a roof such as a house or factory budova

chemist noun someone who prepares and sells drugs in a shop lékárník, chemik

climb verb to go up something

comic noun a magazine with stories told in pictures komiks

concert noun a performance of music and singing koncert

costume noun all the clothes that you wear at the same time, usually special clothes kostým

cowboy noun a man whose job is to look after cows in the US, and who rides horses kovboj

department store noun a large shop which sells different types of things

dirty adjective not clean

exercise noun a piece of written work that helps you learn someting

exhibiton noun when things such as paintings are shown to the public výstava

fancy dress noun special clothes that people wear for a party, which make them look like a different person

fashion noun a style that is popular at a particular time, especially in clothes, hair, make-up etc. móda

hate verb to dislike someone or something very much

heavy adjective heavy object weigh a lot

large adjective big velký, prostorný

market noun a place where people go to buy or sell things, often outside

motorbike noun a vehicle with two wheels and an engine motocykl

pirate noun someone who attacks ships and steals from them pirát

quickly adverb fast or in a short time rychle

save verb to stop someone or something from being killed or destroyed

scarf noun a piece of cloth that you wear around your neck or head to keep you warm or for decoration

sock noun something that you wear on your foot inside your shoe

sweater noun a warm piece of clothing which covers the top of your body and is pulled over your head svetr

take off verb to remove something, especially clothes svléci, sundat

tie noun a long, thin piece of cloth that a man wears around his neck with a shirt kravata

tights noun a piece of women's clothing made of very thin material that covers the legs and bottom

trainers noun shoes made specially for doing sport sportovní obuv

win verb to get the most points or succeed in a competition, fight or war

Unit 5

actor noun someone, especially a man, who performs in plays and films herec

athlete noun someone who is good at sports such as running, jumping, or throwing things atlet

autumn noun the season of the year between summer and winter, when leaves fall from the trees podzim

badminton noun a sport in which two or four people hit a light object with feathers over a net badminton

baseball noun a game in which two teams try to win points by hitting a ball and running around four fixed points baseball

biology noun the study of living things biologie

busy adjective working hard, or giving your attention to a particular activity

champion noun a person or animal that wins a competition

check verb to find out information about something zkontrolovat, zjistit

compete verb to try to win a competition

competitor noun someone who is trying to win a competition

cool adjective good or fashionable hustý, fajn, bezva

cycling noun the sport or activity of riding a bicycle cyklistika, jízda na kole

fishing noun the sport or job of catching fish

goal noun a point scored in sports such as football gól

golf noun a game on grass where you try to hit a small ball into holes using a long, thin stick golf

gymnastics noun a sport in which you do physical exercises on the floor and on different pieces of equipment gymnastika

hockey noun a game which two teams play in which a small ball is hit with a long stick hokej

hockey stick noun a long, thin piece of wood that you use when you are playing hockey hokejka

joke verb to say something funny, or not serious

judo noun a sport from Japan, in which two people try to throw each other on the ground judo

karate noun a port from Japan in which people fight with the hands or feet karate

mean verb to have a particular meaning znamenat, mínit, myslet

popular adjective liked b many people oblíbený

rock climbing noun the sport of climbing rocks horolezectví, slézání skal

rugby noun a sport played by two teams with an oval ball and H-shaped goals rugby

runner noun someone who runs

sailing noun a sport using boats with sails

score verb to get points in a game or test skórovat, bodovat, zaznamenat

singer noun someone who sings

skateboard noun a board with wheels on the bottom, that you stand on and move forward by pushing one foot on the ground skateboard

skating noun the activity or sport of moving on skates bruslení

skiing noun the sport of moving over snow on skis

spring noun the season of the year between winter and summer, when weather becomes warm and plants grow again jaro

stadium noun a large, open area with seats around it, used for playing and watching sports stadion

surfing noun the sport of riding on a wave on a special board surfování

table tennis noun a game in which two or four people hit a small ball over a low net on a large table stolní tenis

train verb to practise a sport or exercise in order to prepare for a sporting event

volleyball noun a game in which two teams use their hands to hit a ball over a net volejbal

Unit 6

art noun the making of paintings, drawings, etc. or the things made

blonde adjective blonde hair is yellow

break noun a holiday or period of time away from work or school prázdniny, dovolená

chemistry noun the scientific study of substances and how they change when they combine chemie

countryside noun land that is not in towns or cities and has farms, fields etc.

decide verb to choose something after thinking about the possibilities rozhodnout

drama noun plays and acting generally drama

fail verb to not pass a test or an exam

fall verb to move down towards the ground spadnout, upadnout

find out verb to get information about something, or to learn a fact for the first time zjistit

free adjective not busy doing anything volný, svobodný, bezplatný

geography noun the study of all the countries of the world, and of the surface of the earth such as the mountains and seas

hand verb to give something to someone podat, odevzdat

history noun the study of events in the past



library noun a place with a lot of books that you can read or borrow knihovna

mark noun a number or letter that is written on a piece of work, saying how good the work is známka, hodnocení

maths noun the study or science of numbers and shapes matematika

miss verb to feel sad about someone or something that you have stopped seeing or having

model noun a smaller copy of a real object

musical instrument noun an object that is used for playing music, such as a piano, guitar or drum hudební nástroj

nervous adjective worried and anxious

notebook noun a book with empty pages that you can write in zápisník, notes

pass verb to succeed at a test or an exam

photography noun the activity or job of taking photographs fotografování

physics noun the scientific study of natural forces, such as energy, heat, light, etc fyzika

postcard noun a card with a picture on one side that you send without an envelope pohlednice

pretty adjective nice to look at, attractive krásný, atraktivní

rubber noun a small object which is used to remove pencil marks from paper guma

ruler noun a flat, straight stick which is used to measure things pravítko

science noun the study of the structure of natural things and the way that they behave

smart adjective If you look smart or your clothes are smart, you look clean and tidy

sofa noun a large, comfortable seat for more than one person pohovka

straight adjective not curved or bent rovný

sum noun a simple mathematical calculation such as adding two numbers together

textbook noun a book about a particular subject, written for students

timetable noun a list of times when buses, trains, etc. arrive and leave

unhappy adjective sad

uniform noun a special set of clothes that are worn by people who do a particular job or children at school uniforma

Unit 7

bridge noun a structure that is built over a river or road so that people can go across it most

bus station noun a building where a bus starts or ends its journey

church noun a building where Christians go to pray kostel

crossing noun a place where people can go across a road, river, etc.

fantastic adjective very good fantastický, výborný

firework noun small container filled with explosive chemicals which produce brightly coloured patterns when they explode

ill adjective not feeling well, or suffering from a disease nemocný

join verb to become a member of

mosque noun a building where Muslims say their prayers

noisy adjective noisy people or things make a lot of noise

passenger noun someone who is travelling in a car, aeroplane, etc., but not controlling the vehicles

platform noun the area in a railway station where you get on and off the train

post verb to send a letter or parcel by post poslat, zaslat

post office noun a place where you can buy stamps and send letters and parcels

project noun a piece of school work that involves detailed study of a subject projekt

roundabout noun a circular place where roads meet and where cars drive around until they arrive at the road they want to turn into kruhový objezd

show verb to take someone to or round a place ukázat

snack shop noun a shop that sells items of food to be eaten between meals bistro, bufet

square noun an open area with buildings around it, often in the centre of a town

stamp noun a small piece of paper that you buy and stick onto a letter before you post it

surprised adjective feeling surprise because something has happened that you did not expect

traffic noun the cars, trucks, etc. using a road doprava

traffic lights noun a set of red, green, and yellow lights that is used to stop and start traffic

ugly adjective bad to look at

waiter noun a man who works in a restaurant, bringing food to customers

Unit 8

bill noun a piece of paper that tells you how much you must pay for something

borrow verb to use something that belongs to someone else

call verb to telephone someone telefonovat, zavolat

careful adjective giving a lot of attention to what you are doing so that you do not have an accident or make a mistake

case noun a container for storing or protecting something obal, dóza, krabice

classical adjective traditional in style

crazy about adjective to be very interested in something

fix verb to repair something opravit

full adjective if a container or a space is full, it contains as many things or people as possible plný

instead adverb in the place of someone or something

jazz noun music with a strong beat that people often play without looking at written music jazz

journey noun when you travel from one place to another cesta, jízda

keyboard noun a set of keys on a computer, which you press to make it work, or the rows of keys on a piano klávesnice, klávesy

laptop noun a small computer that you can carry around with you

lend verb to give something to someone for a period of time

lose verb to not be able to find someone or something ztratit

magazine noun a big, thin book that you can buy every week or month, that has pictures and writing

mouse noun a thing that is connected to a computer that you move with your hand to control what the computer does

opera noun a musical play in which most of the words are sung opera

pocket noun a part of a piece of clothing that you can put things in kapsa

pop noun modern music with a strong beat which is popular with young people pop (hudba)

rap noun a type of music in which the words are spoken and there is a strong beat rap (hudba)

rock (music) noun loud, modern music with a strong beat, often played with electric guitars and drums rocková hudba

song noun words that go with a short piece of music

spend verb to use money to buy or pay for something utratit

spend verb to use time doing something or being somewhere trávit, strávit

strong adjective a strong person or animal is physically powerful silný, mocný

surfing noun the activity of looking at a lot of different things on the Internet brouzdání na internetu

technology noun knowledge, equipment, and methods that are used in science and industry technologie

text verb to send a text message (= written message from a mobile phone) napsat textovou zprávu (sms)

waste noun a bad use of something useful, such as time or money

Unit 9

adventure noun an exciting and sometimes dangerous experience

amazing adjective very surprising

angry adjective feeling that you want to shout at someone or hurt them because they have done something bad

awesome adjective extremely good

bright adjective having a strong, light colour

brilliant adjective very good brilantní, ohromující

chance noun the opportunity to do something

compare verb to examine the ways in which two people or things are different or similar srovnat, porovnat

dancer noun someone who dances either as ajob or for pleasure

dinosaur noun a very large animal that lived millions of years ago dinosaurus



fan noun someone who likes a person or thing very much

final adjective last in a series or coming at the end of something

final noun the last in a series of games, races or competitions, usually the onein  which the winner is chosen finále

guide noun a book that gives information about something or tells you how to do something

horrible adjective very unpleasant or bad

lift verb to put something or someone in a higher position zvednout

miss verb to not see or hear something

performance noun acting, singing, dancing, or playing music for other poeple to enjoy

photographer noun someone whose job is to take photographs fotograf

play noun a story that is written for actors to perform, usually in a theatre

record verb to store sounds or pictures using electronic equipment, a camera, etc. so that you can listen to them or see them again nahrát, zaznamenat

save verb to keep money so that you can buy something with it in the future

series noun a group of television or radio programmes that have the same main characters or deal with the same subject seriál

shout verb to say something very loudly

show off verb to try to make people admire your abilities or achievements in a way which other people find annoying

skill noun the ability to do an activity or job well, especially because you have done it many times

suitcase noun a rectangular case with a handle that you use for carrying clothes when you are travelling kufr, cestovní zavazadlo

technical adjective relating to the knowledge, machines, or methods used in science and industry technický

terrible adjective very bad

voice noun the sounds that you make when you speak or sing hlas

worry verb to think about problems or bad things that might happen

Unit 10

afraid adjective sorry polekaný, bázlivý

barbecue noun a party at which you cook food over a fire outdoors grilování, barbecue

believe verb to think that something is true, or that what someone says is true

campsite noun an area where people stay in tents for a holiday kemp

cool adjective slightly cold chladný

dangerous adjective if someone or something is dangerous, they could harm you

deep adjective having a long distance from the top to the bottom or the front to the back hluboký

desert noun a large, hot, dry area of land with very few plants

far adjective used to talk about how distant something is daleký

foggy adjective with fog mlhavý

forest noun a large area of trees growing closely together les

high adjective having a large distance from the bottom to the top vysoký

insect noun a small creature with six legs, for example a bee or a fly hmyz

island noun an area of land that has water around it ostrov

lake noun a large area of water which has land all around it jezero

long adjective having a large distrance from one end to the other dlouhý

low adjective near the ground, not high nízký

mountain noun a very high hill hora

never mind phrase used to tell someone not to worry about something they have done nevadí

plenty quantifier a lot of something, more than you need

report noun a description of an event or situation zpráva, report

rest verb to relax or sleep because you are tired

rest noun a period of time when you relax or sleep

season noun one of the four periods of the year: winter, spring, summer, or autumn

shame noun an unlucky situation

sign noun a symbol or a message in a public place which gives information or instructions

snow verb It it snows, snow falls from the sky.

survival noun when someone continues to lie, especially after a dangerous situation

temperature noun how hot or cold something is teplota

umbrella noun a thing that you hold above your head to keep yourself dry when it is raining

valley noun an area of low land between hills or mountains údolí

windy adjective with a lot of wind

worried adjective unhappy because you are thinking about bad things that might happen ustaraný, znepokojený

Unit 11

aspirin noun a common drug used to stop pain and fever aspirin

back noun the part of your body from your shoulders to your bottom záda

cafeteria noun a restaurant where people choose foods from a serving area and carry them to their tables, often in a school, factory, office kantýna

change verb to become different, or to make someone or something become different

cold noun a common illness which makes your nose produce liquid nachlazení

concentrate verb to think very hard about the thing you are doing and nothing else

dentist noun someone who looks at and repairs teeth

exercise verb to do activities with your body to make your body strong

exercise noun activity that you do to make your body strong and healthy

experiment noun a test, especially a scientific one, that you do in order to discover if something is true pokus

explain verb to make something clear or easy to understand by giving reasons for it

finger noun one of the five long parts at the end of your hand prst

fit adjective healthy, especially because you exercise a lot v kondici

grow verb to become bigger or taller as time passes

headache noun pain inside your head bolest hlavy

hurry verb to move or do things quickly pospíchat

hurt verb to cause someone pain or to injure them zranit

improve verb to get better or tomake something better

keep fit verb stay strong and healthy

neck noun the part of the body between your head and your shoulders krk

sick adjective ill nemocný

stomach noun the front part of your body just below your chest

throw verb to make something move through the air by pushing it out of your hand hodit

toothache noun a pain in one of your teeth bolest zubu

Unit 12

bear noun a large, strong, wild animal with thick fur

coach noun a comfortable bus used to take groups of people on long journeys autobus (vhodný na dlouhé trasy)

early adverb before the usual time or the time tha was planned

for sale phrase available to buy na prodej

guidebook noun a book that gives visitors information about a particular place

helicopter noun an aeroplane which flies using long, thin parts on top of it that turn round and round very fast helikoptéra

kangaroo noun a large Australian animal that moves by jumping on its back legs klokan

left adjective on or towards the side of your body where your heart is doleva, vlevo

miss verb to arrive too late to get on a bus, train, or aeroplane

path verb a long, thin area of ground for people to walk on

pavement noun a path by the side of a road that people walk on chodník

petrol noun a liquid fuel used in cars benzín



pilot noun someone who flies an aeroplane pilot, letec

racing car noun a car used in a competition in which people drive agains each other in order to see who is the fastest závodní automobil

ride noun a journey in a car or train

safely adverb in a safe way

scooter noun a small motorcycle

tram noun an electric vehicle for carrying passengers, mostly in cities, which moves along metal lines in the road tramvaj

travel noun the activity of taking a trip from one place to another cesta, cestování

wheel noun a circular object fixed under a vehicle so that it moves smoothly over the ground kolo

wild adjective a wild animal or plant lives or grows in its natural place and not where people live divoký

work verb if something works, it is effective or successful pracovat, fungovat

Unit 13

businessman noun a man who works in business, especially if he has a high position in a company podnikatel, obchodník

carefully adverb with great attention

cash noun money in the form of coins or notes (= paper money) peníze v hotovosti

chef noun someone who cooks food in a restaurant

chess noun a game that two people play by moving different shaped pieces around a board of black and white squares

cleaner noun someone whose job is to clean houses, offices, and other places

collect verb to get things from different places and bring them together sbírat, hromadit

credit card noun a small plastic card that allows you to buy something and pay for it later kreditní karta

drawing noun the act of making a picture with a pencil or pen, or a picture made in this way kreslení, kresba

easily adverb with no difficulty

gift noun something that you give to someone, usually on a special day dárek, dar

jewellery noun objects made from gold, silver, and valuable stones that you wear for decoration

jump verb to push your body up and away from the ground using your feet and legs skákat

last verb to continue to happen or exist

lottery noun a competition in which people buy tickets with numbers on them and then win money if their ticket has a particular number loterie

mechanic noun someone whose job is to repair machines mechanik

member noun a person who belongs to a group or an organisation

nurse noun someone whose job is looking after people who are ill and hurt zdravotní sestra

painting noun a picture that someone has painted malba

playground noun an area of land where children can play, especially at a school

puzzle noun a game or activity in which you have to put pieces together or answer questions using skill hádanka

rather adverb slightly

slowly adverb at a slow speed pomalu

snowboarding noun a sport in which you stand on a large board and move over snow snowboarding

tour-guide noun someone whose job is to show visitors a place or area

toy noun an object for children to play with

vet noun someone whose job is to give medical care to animals that are ill

Unit 14

alarm noun a loud noise that tells you there is danger alarm, poplach

chat verb to talk with someone in a friendly way povídat si

communicate verb to talk or write to someone in order to share information with them komunikovat

corner noun the point or area where two lines, walls or roads meet roh

deliver verb to take letters or things to a person or place

discuss verb to talk about something with someone and tell each other your ideas or opinions diskutovat

friendly adverb behaving in a pleasant, kind way

keep in touch verb to often speak to someone or write to them

knock verb to hit a door with your closed hand so that people know you are there klepat

leather noun the skin of animals that is used to make shoes and bags

pack verb to put your things into bags or boxes when you are going on holiday zabalit, sbalit 

plan noun something that you are going to do plán

plastic adjective a light substance that can be made into different shapes when it is soft and has many uses plast

policeman noun a man who is a member of the police policista

repeat verb to say or do something more than once

ring verb if something rings, it makes the sound of a bell zvonit

tidy verb to make a place tidy uklidit


